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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
OF THE BOARD

Wow. Can the upcoming 2019-2020 season truly be our 90th ?? Yes indeed! Time continues to move quickly
and WLT is miraculously keeping up! We have grown in so many ways and continue to entice new volunteers,
engage our younger generation and provide quality entertainment to our incredibly supportive community.
And how do we accomplish all of this? You. You, our volunteers, are the most valuable asset of the
Winchester Little Theatre. And while your endless hours of volunteer time cannot be quantified on a
spreadsheet, you are the essential component that holds us all together and makes us who we are. You
create the memories and you definitely make the magic!
In recapping our 2018-2019 season, many things come to mind - in addition to 17 Clark St!
• We attended a valuable VCA workshop at the MSV; and Pam participated in a management conference
in Gettysburg, sponsored by AACT.
• Sally taught classes in scene study and improvisation while Roxie taught WLT for Kids classes in
character development and intro to theatre.
• We took a scene from the Music Lesson to a regional festival in Harrisonburg.
• We reaped the benefits of A Day of Caring as many area volunteers assisted in Sharp St and WLT
clean-up. (We also hosted several of our own clean-up days!)
• We graciously accepted a one-of-a-kind, handmade quilt to be raffled off to benefit Phase II and
diligently made plans to continue our restoration efforts. In addition, under the guidance of Tim and
Dolly, we attended City Council meetings until we were granted a variance to have the 175 sq. ft of right
of way restored to WLT. Whew!
• We received a grant to purchase new sound equipment for off-site performance venues.
• And we were the recipients of 5 fabulous shoe storage containers designed, built and presented to
WLT, by the participants of this year’s Widget Cup Competition.
But the one thing that stands out to me about this past season is the many opportunities we had to partner with
other amazing organizations in our area; several for the first time. We so appreciate our partners for their
support and encouragement! We get to reach new audiences while sharing our amazing talents to help fill a
gap for our partners.
• After enjoying several seasons with Historic Jordan Springs, we shifted our Christmas radio production
of Bill Heavner’s Buddy and Sook to the Handley Regional Library; following the success of War of
the Worlds, also staged at HRL.
• We were approached by George Schember, President of WFCHS, who suggested a partnership to
celebrate Winchester’s 275th anniversary. We were thrilled to be able to help out by costuming historic
characters who marched in the Apple Blossom Parade. In addition, we presented two performances of
Sally Anderson’s Hog Wild in Winchester!, on the 4th of July.
• For the first time, we traveled with WLT for Kids’ production of Robin Hood; one of favorite playwright
Jack Neary’s Misdirected series. With 6 actors and a trunk full of props and costumes, we performed
at The Taylor Pavilion, partnering with Old Town Winchester; as well at the Handley Regional Library,
tying into their summer theme of “Let’s Put on a Show!”
• Our final partnership this summer will be the Barns of Rose Hill, where we will perform Robin Hood
twice (Sunday July 29th); tying together two weeks of Roxie’s theatre classes there. Thank you
everyone for a wonderful season and I am looking forward to next season.
Sara Gomez, President
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2018-2019 Season Highlights
The first show of the 2018-19 season, Anthony Shaffer’s SLEUTH
directed by Sally Anderson, set two men against each other in a
dangerous game of wits that they played to the death. The chessboard
set highlighted the plethora of twists & shocks that led to a final Game,
Set and Match.

Match making was, in essence, the delightful and far less visceral
game in Oscar Wilde’s THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST,
directed by Jeffrey Schwartz. This time, in November, the games
included verbal wit and comedic misunderstanding until the
outrageous history of a baby and a handbag led to inevitable happy
endings.
January took our audiences away from the world of comedy of manners
to the painful memories and scars of war. In THE MUSIC LESSON by
Tammy Ryan, directed by Roxie Orndorff, the story revolved around two
families: a Bosnian couple, talented musicians, fleeing Sarajevo in 1995
and a Pittsburgh family in 1996 ravaged by a jealous and angry
teenager. The healing power of music brought comfort and resolution to
all, including the audience.
The machinations of love and lust whisked us away in March
from Bach and entangled us in Charles Morey’s FIGARO
directed by Sara Gomez. This farce was based loosely on the
opera, The Marriage of Figaro, and took the audience under
sofas, behind garden topiaries and over balconies in a merry
dance of infidelity and misunderstanding.

There was no love lost in the May production of Neil Simon’s THE
ODD COUPLE, directed by Pat Markland. The female version of this
comedy set Olive Madison and Florence Unger in a rip roaring, cup
throwing fight to the finish, egged on by a delightful group of trivia
playing neighbors.
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2019-2020 Up Coming Season
Set in the early 1980’s, this true story is both a comedy and a drama
as it follows a woman who risks everything to give birth to her child.
The action takes place in Truvy’s beauty salon where all the ladies
who are ‘anybody’ come to have their hair done and share an inner
strength.

After a pleasant anniversary celebration, John and Barbara return to
find their country house burgled and worse yet, the burglar is still in
the house! One part whodunit, one part who’s who, an altogether
witty comedy-thriller, packed with one-liners, daring reversals and
comments on marriage, money, and crime.

January will take our audiences on the road to the Museum of the
Shenandoah Valley for a series of offsite performances.

Simone spent her orphaned childhood in a convent. On a day
trip to the circus, she was kidnapped by three men. Now,
twenty years later, an intriguing magazine tempts her to break
her silence, publishing her story in three parts. What will be
revealed in the third and final installment?

An aging painter who is losing her sight and a feisty woman who has
lost her husband and some of her grip on reality form an unlikely
bond in the Mount Airy Nursing Home. Surrounded by an eclectic
group of residents and workers—and out of a shared need for
independence—the two hatch a plot to escape to Paris aboard the
QE2. Can they pull it off?
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Celebrating our 16th season this summer
of 2019, WLT for Kids continues to delight
audiences of all ages. With 28 in-house
performances and additional performances
in partner venues such as The Taylor
Pavilion in Old Town Winchester and The
Barns of Rose Hill in Berryville, our young
performers in Robin Hood and HONK!, Jr,

Summary Statistics Report
Sleuth - 1083 tickets
The Importance of Being Earnest – 1020 tickets
The Music Lesson – 899 tickets
Figaro – 1067 tickets
The Odd Couple (female version) – 1057 tickets
Robin Hood – 863 tickets
Honk! Jr – 1071 tickets

have transformed themselves into a
multitude of characters. In addition, another
phenomenon has occurred in recent years:
kids who once acted on the stage as ‘kids’
have returned as Interns! They are taking
on leadership roles such as production
manager, costume designer, stage
manager, light and sound technician,
choreographer, music director, props

The Readers Theatre Committee is very proud of this past

master – and doing a masterful job in the

season’s diverse RT performances as they finished the 5th year of

process. They are solving problems, taking

bringing back Readers Theatre to WLT. The audiences were very

on responsibilities, being incredible role
models for our young participants, making
us proud and keeping theatre alive at
WLT!! We are supporting the growth of

responsive in their appreciation of the plays and talent displayed
and steadily continue to grow. The 2018-2019 Season RT
presented: September 2018 - “Buried Child” by Sam Shepard

future actors, designers, techies and

Directed by Graham Knight. * November 2018 – “Picasso at the

directors as they are the future of live

Lapin Agile” by Steve Martin. Directed by Irina Price. * March 2019

theatre; not just in our community, but in

– “A Murder is Announced” by Agatha Christie. Directed by Vicky

the profession as a whole. Upcoming for

Ryles. * May 2019 – “The Last Night in Ballyhoo” by Alfred Uhry.

summer 2020 are Snow White and Peter
Pan, Jr.

Directed by Chris Short.

Robin Hood 2019

Honk 2019
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Exciting News for WLT
The WLT Endowment
Fund continues to
grow in the robust
market. United Bank
Wealth Management
serves as the Corporate Trustee and investment
manager, reporting to the Finance Committee and
the Treasurer. The yearly distribution from the
Kavitz Trust assisted WLT to pay off the
Restoration Phase I loan, making the Train
Station free and clear of debt as of February of
2019.

Since 2011, Winchester Little Theatre has housed its
vast collection of costumes at 212 Sharp Street and
additional props and furniture pieces at a Commerce
Street location. The Sharp Street lease will expire with
the incoming year. A WLT search committee, with the
assistance of theater friend, Richard Bell, has been
looking for a suitable replacement for over 2 ½ years.
Near and far, finding a suitable place for a reasonable
price has been a big challenge. Debby Johnson, a
longtime WLT friend and supporter; in response to a
desperate plea for help in Whispers, answered the call!
In a private transaction, WLT purchased 17 Clark Street,

WLT was the recipient of the 5th annual Widget
Cup Competition. The Widget Cup event is an
annual design/build competition for Career &
Technical Education (CTE) students from high
schools in the Counties of Clarke and Frederick,
and the City of Winchester. Teams of eight
compete as they design and build a pre-determined

just a short ten minute walk from the Train Station,
behind the Winchester Health Department and close to a
public parking garage. The Clark Street location is
approximately 6,700 sf, replacing both current facilities
and adding an additional 2,100 sf of needed additional
space. United Bank, the lender for WLT’s now
completed Phase I campaign is also the lender for Clark
Street. We sincerely express our appreciation to

widget, and then present their prototypes to the

Richard Bell for guiding WLT since December 2016, in

client. Five teams from the area high schools

its search for a permanent storage solution. He

competed to build the best two-drawer shoe

graciously shared with the WLT board and search

cabinets for WLT to store costume shoes.

committee his wealth of knowledge of commercial
property, showing us what is possible, impossible,
probable and finally, best. Thank you, Richard, for being
our mentor and guide. In addition, we would like to thank
Debby Johnson for being our Angel in commercial
property land for helping us get into a permanent space
that should meet our storage needs for years to come.

17 Clark Street
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More Exciting News for WLT

February 8th, 9th and 10th introduced the first WLT
Stagedoor New Scripts Festival, three exciting days
of original plays written by members of the
Shenandoah Valley community. The readings were

The WLT Restoration Campaign now seeks to

held in the Handley Library auditorium, with each

raise the funds for enhancing our House! The

full-cast reading followed by a moderated discussion

improvements include a desperately needed floor

with the playwright, the director, the actors, and the

replacement, seat refurbishing, a new row of

audience. The moderator was Donald Wollner, a

center seats, new entrances, extensive carpentry

visiting playwright and teacher. The chosen plays

work and a general refreshing. We then hope to

were This Is What? by Griff Thomas * Alterations by

redo our Lobby and finally, transform our Exterior

D.C. Gallant * Something Glorious by Barbara

by building a wrap-around deck that echos the

Barrett Billings * Out in the Street by Graham Knight

1895 loading docs of our historic home; a deck

and Saints & Martyrs by Betsy Arnett.

and entrance that includes handicap access. Still
in it’s beginning stages, part of the restoration
campaign includes “Save A Seat” which, for a
donation WLT will feature a donor’s name,
memorial or gift, on an engraved brass plaque

WLT Volunteers represent the true definition of
Volunteering. A volunteer is generally considered an

affixed to the newly refurbished seats. If you are
interested in “Save A Seat” please see a member

individual or group who provides services for no

of the campaign committee or the information in

financial or social gain "to benefit another person,

the lobby.

group or organization. Volunteers are also renowned
for skill development which are intended to promote
goodness or to improve human quality of life. We
cannot list the multitude of WLT volunteers or all of
the amazing feats that are accomplished on a daily
basis, but please know that each and every one of
you are appreciated for every little thing you do!
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Finance Committee – The finance
committee met a couple times over
the year with Wealth Management
for updates on the invested
Endowment. They also met with a
couple different financial institutions
to hear proposals and financing
options for the continued theater
restoration venture. In addition, the
committee suffered the huge loss of
one of its members. Our dear
Shirley Echelman passed away May
2nd, 2019. She is and will forever be
greatly missed.
Production Committee – The
Production Committee consists of
all those who are interested in the
production process at WLT. It takes
more than a village to populate the
backstage of a play; there are the
heroes of the set building crew (ask
for a mansion, a battle torn city, a
forest and they will build it); the
painters and set dressers (artistic
vision galore), the stage managers
and assistant stage managers
(organized and ready to whip the
actors into shape); props chairs
(who can make you a watermelon or
shrunken head); costume chairs
(who can dress a peasant or a
princess); fight choreographers;
music directors; and people to
design and run the lights and
sound. They are mainstay of this all
volunteer theatre.

Building & Grounds Committee – The building and grounds
committee has identified and prioritized maintenance and
repair work for the property and storage facilities. They
hosted the United Way in their Day of Caring where teams
joined committee members to handle clean up and projects at
both WLT and Sharp Street. They ensured the lawn was cut
and the snow was plowed.
Membership Committee – The
membership committee monitored
all aspects of membership,
including invitations, retention and
education of new members. They
hosted the Annual Picnic,
Christmas Party and of course, this
Membership Meeting.
Bylaws Committee – The Bylaws
Committee endlessly pored
through each line of the bylaws to
maintain, update and create
additions to the
organization's bylaws. This set of
rules that guides the operations
and activities of the Theatre
needed to be brought in line with
how the Theatre is currently
conducting business and the
committee has managed just that.

Nominating Committee The nominating committee
worked together to form
the best selection and
recruiting of the proposed
list of nominated
Candidates for the 20192020 election.
Play Reading Committee –
The play reading committee
worked tirelessly to plan the
upcoming season, including
details of the offsite January
production. If you have a
play that you are interested
in seeing, acting in or being
a part of, they are always
open to suggestions.

Publicity Committee – The publicity committee has made great
strides in expanding the advertising reach of WLT. They provide a
strong sounding board for marketing. They have taken full
advantage with free advertising opportunities available to them and
have been on radio and TV with little to no cost associated. Social
media accounts are more interactive with the public and have
become a great source for theatre information to the almost 2200
Facebook followers alone.
Build Committee – The build committee was formed in 2010 with
the mission to work with our Architect, Tim Machado to plan,
conceptualize and prepare for the actual Restoration work. They
coordinate with other WLT committees as needed, and then
oversee the actual construction when it occurs. Each phase of the
project is coordinated with the Contractor and Site Manager as well
as the Board of Directors.
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Please note that all annual donations received after the cutoff date for the last program of the season
will be included in the first program of the new season. This will include all donations received
during the Season Subscription renewal process. If you made a donation and do not see it listed
here, that may be the reason – please know that we truly appreciate every penny of support you give.
Please contact the office if you feel there has been a mistake and we will correct it immediately.
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